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I.

THE POLITICAL LIFE OF SIR R. PEEL.I
By THOMAS DOUBLEDAY,

Author of the " Financial History of England," " The True Law of
Population," &c.

Two Volumes, Svo, price 30s. cloth.

II.

THE EUROPEAN REVOLUTIONS- OF 1848.

By EDWARD CAYLEY, Esq.

Two Volumesy Crown Svo, price 18s. cloth.

TWO SUMMER CRUISES WITH THE
BALTIC FLEET IN 1854-5;

. Being the LOG of the " PET."
By R. E. hughes, M.A.

Second JEdit, Post Svo, with Views and Charts. 10s. 6d., cloth,

" There are few readers to wh6m this volume will not be welcome. It is light and pleasant

reading, and conveys not a little valuable information. Few unprofessional men are so capable

of forming a judgment on naval tactics as Mr. Hughes appears to be."

—

Economist.
" The stamp of veracity is on every sentence of this book—not only the intention to speak tlie

truth, and nothing but the truth, but the capacity of perceiving facts and not falsehoods."—
Spectator.
" A smart, lively, interesting book, the perusal of which may cause many a smile, while it

conveys a vast amount of information in the most unpretendmg and agreeable style."—

Observer.
" The volume must prove interesting to many, containing as it does an epitome of our two

naval campaigns in the Baltic."

—

Saturday Review.
" Mr. Hughes tells us at first hand of Bomarsund and Sveaborg. He sketches sea and coast

life, and appears to be a man whose attainments fit him for the business."

—

Athenceum.

TV.

A CAMPAIGN WITH THE TURKS IN ASIA.
By CHARLES DUNCAN, Esq.

Two Volumes, Post Svo, price 21s., cloth.

" These volumes contahi an account of a winter residence at Erzeroum, a sojourn with the

Turkish army at Kars, including the campaign of 1854, and journeys to and from Constantinople

via Trebizond. The novelty of the scenes and characters, the picturesque sketches of tae

Turkish army, and the solid information which is scattered through the book, render the volumes
of present interest and of importance as a future record."

—

Spectator.
" We heartily recommend to every reader a careful perusal of these two excellent volumes

Mr. Duncan's book may be accepted as a faithful and spirited history, a highly interesting

journal of travel, and an exciting narrative."—AVowom?**.
" These volumes are delightful as a book of travels, but they possess a much higher interest as

describing the circumstances of the war in Asia."—Standard.


